Carver HSES SAC Meeting 12/10

- Attendance: 21 attendees, including 4 students (see chat include at end with names and details)

- Introductions
  - Overview of what SAC purpose
  - SAC Leadership Team & Student representatives
    - Popcorn’ed out introductions
    - Ms. Leonard introduced the SAC leadership team
      - Ms. Leonard, Facilitator
      - Ms. Robinson, Organizer
      - Ms. Best, Secretary
  - Existing Data - informed the development of the SAC priority listed below
    - 2018/19 SPR Report (Ritta) & Needs Assessment (Caleb)

- SAC Priorities - any of these five areas are going to help the school, but we need to narrow it down to 3 items with Community Engagement: Parents being a non-negotiable must have focus. Ms. Leonard and team reviewed the priorities, engaged in discussion with attendees and let them know a poll would be taken at the end to confirm the 3 priorities.
  - Social/Emotional & Climate: Engagement & Enrichment
    - Tolan (parent) - Ideas: Quasi-Craig’s List for students looking for gigs, work based community, parents could post needs as well - geared toward services students can offer services, list internship interests *This idea hits on engagement for students and parents.
  - Academics: AP & Dual Enrollment
  - Community Engagement: Community Partnerships (Ritta leading, if it is identified as focus)
  - Community Engagement: Alumni - survey development
  - Community Engagement: Parents - surveys development
    - Amanda Keyes - building community with parent data base, ways you can support each other, restaurants, services, etc.

- Bylaws & Constitution - calling for support from community to help adjust as necessary and adopt the sample bylaws/docs provided by the district.

- Looking Ahead - the goal is that moving forward we can focus on priorities in working groups.
  - Helped clarify the difference between SAC & HSA referenced https://www.philasd.org/face/sac/
  - Ms. Watson interested in helping as she processes the idea
  - Hold a joint SAC and HSA meeting to clarify roles and goals (March or April?)
  - Robin (recent past Facilitator) shared that SAC has a different focus, more policy related
  - Healthy conversation about differences between SAC & HSA with input from different participants
  - Reassurance from HSA President that both bodies work to support the school but come at it differently

- Zoom Poll taken by the group and priorities identified:
  - Social/Emotional & Climate: Engagement & Enrichment
  - Academics: AP & Dual Enrollment
  - Community Engagement: Parents
• Closing & Next Steps: Next Meeting Thursday 1/14 5-6 PM

Carve HSES SAC 12/10 CHAT:
17:00:25 From Caleb Hettinger:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KQtSgORsdBoM5v2GmtNBecvtuKc3mklvzW-RVux4GHY/edit?usp=sharing
17:01:16 From keogh: Keogh
17:01:17 From Cam: Cameron Roberts - Student
17:01:23 From keogh: student
17:01:33 From Sasha Best: Sasha Best - parent, SAC member
17:01:35 From Qamar C: qamar coleman- student
17:01:39 From Ted Matthew Domers (Engineering & Science High Sch): Ted Domers, Principal
17:01:44 From Caleb Hettinger: Caleb Hettinger, Staff
17:01:50 From Gloria Leonard: Gloria Leonard, parent, SAC member
17:01:59 From Khaliq Poles: Khaliq Poles Jr, student
17:02:02 From Amanda Keyes: Amanda Keyes, Parent
17:02:19 From keogh: Keogh Best- student
17:03:10 From Aura C Townsend (Engineering & Science High Sch): Aura Townsend-Staff
17:03:51 From Elizabeth Aiello: Jenny Aiello, Parent
17:04:42 From Gloria Leonard to Caleb Hettinger (Privately): Caleb
17:04:48 From Tolan: Tolan Tran -mom to Dylan Hughes (11th),Thaison Hughes (alumni), Daphne Hughes (prospective)
17:05:01 From Gloria Leonard to Caleb Hettinger (Privately): My son wishes to attend. His basketball meeting was postponed. Would you send him the link?
17:05:07 From Gloria Leonard to Caleb Hettinger (Privately): Or shall I forward it to him?
17:05:23 From Gloria Leonard to Caleb Hettinger (Privately): His email is 8065446@philasd.org Kevin Leonard
17:05:29 From Gloria Leonard to Caleb Hettinger (Privately): Thank you.
17:05:37 From Ritta Robinson: Ritta Robinson, Parent
17:07:13 From Caleb Hettinger:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KQtSgORsdBoM5v2GmtNBecvtuKc3mklvzW-RVux4GHY/edit?usp=sharing
17:10:15 From Caleb Hettinger to Elizabeth Aiello (Privately): Sorry about that! You should be able to change now
17:10:26 From Caleb Hettinger to Gloria Leonard (Privately): Sent to him
17:11:24 From Caleb Hettinger: If you haven't gone yet, you can use the "raise hand" feature in participants
17:14:17 From Kevin Leonard: Kevin Leonard :Student
17:14:32 From Sherice Sargent: Sherice Sargent, Parent
17:14:37 From Robin R (She/Her): Robin Roberts, parent
17:14:41 From Dana Espinosa: Dana Espinosa mother of Justis Espinosa 9th grade
17:14:43 From Kimberly Weston-Williams: Kimberly Williams - Parent of Nia Williams (10th grader)
17:15:05 From Carol Watson: Carol Watson, Parent
17:18:54 From Ted Matthew Domers (Engineering & Science High Sch): Hannah Domers, 2nd grade
17:23:04 From Caleb Hettinger to Gloria Leonard (Privately): Would you like me to make a poll in Zoom for the SAC priorities?
17:27:47 From Ritta Robinson to Caleb Hettinger (Privately): Would you please post the survey results that I shared in the chat?
17:30:59 From Caleb Hettinger: I kind of just put that on agendas by default… I think that's our vote for which priorities we want and asking some thoughtful questions
17:31:21 From Caleb Hettinger to Gloria Leonard (Privately): Sorry about that, meant for you just you
17:31:36 From Caleb Hettinger: Sorry about that all!
17:36:02 From Tolan: fb platform could be used for building out community partners. sorry I put the cart before the horse
17:38:02 From Tolan: SAC also holds the responsibility for overseeing allocation of parent/caregiver set aside funds from title 1 any year over $500,000
17:40:07 From Caleb Hettinger: Thank you Sherice! Appreciate that description
17:41:06 From Sasha Best: Philasd talks about SAC like this:
17:41:10 From Sasha Best: A School Advisory Council (SAC) is a peer elected, collaborative team that works to improve student achievement, effective teaching in the classroom, and parent and community engagement in the educational process.
17:41:28 From Sherice Sargent: A couple parents were asking the HSA today during school book pick up. What is SAC? I advised them to join. I see a few parents here today ;-)  
17:41:54 From Sasha Best: Focus on academic achievement, improve school climate and strengthen family engagement
17:42:30 From Tolan: 💗💛
17:42:39 From Sasha Best: More info: https://www.philasd.org/face/sac/
17:43:29 From Tolan: oh Carol, welcome and please chip in where and when you can. lightening the load however
17:44:30 From Carol Watson: Thank you
17:47:15 From Caleb Hettinger: A lot of great resources here: https://www.philasd.org/face/sac/  
17:47:33 From Caleb Hettinger: Apologies, missed your message Sasha!
17:48:12 From Tolan: I believe new families to this meeting might need to enter their email addresses to be added to SAC email list?
17:50:04 From Ted Matthew Domers (Engineering & Science High Sch): I am sorry everyone. I have to jump off.
I need to join an extended family Hannukah Zoom celebration. Thank you everyone for being here tonight. I look forward to continuing this work together.
17:50:26 From Sherice Sargent: We can look at the collaborative meeting in Mar/Apr
17:51:12 From Gloria Leonard: That's great, Sherice. It is a question that I think we will continue to answer.
Thank you for encouraging parents to attend.
17:56:12 From Dana Espinosa: social emotional and climate
17:56:28 From Dana Espinosa: community engagement - alumni.
17:56:35 From Jenny Aiello to Caleb Hettinger (Privately): jenjonesaiello@gmail.com Thanks!!
17:59:21 From Sasha Best: Thank you so very much! YAY Carver parents and students
17:59:24 From Khaliq Poles: Have a great rest of your night
17:59:25 From Ms. A Bacchus: Thank and good night
17:59:26 From Dana Espinosa: thank you
17:59:27 From Carol Watson: Thank you all
17:59:30 From keogh: bye
17:59:35 From Cam: Have a good night